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Abstract 
The work considers the comparison between stable election protocol 

(SEP) and low energy adaptive clustering protocol (LEACH) in terms of 

their energy efficiency. As we know that, the energy efficient protocol for 

wireless sensor network (WSN) urges for the adaptability with internet of 

things (IoT), vehicular networks, device-to-device communication and 5G, 

the proposed work bring forth the real-time assumptions during 

simulations. The applicability of the work is mainly on focus towards the 

practical placements and behavior of sensor clusters and their 

corresponding cluster heads (CH). The work discusses the stable period 

calculations and its corresponding estimations for dead nodes. 
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1. Introduction 

Remote Sensor Networks consists of tiny battery based sensor nodes with 

limited storage and radio ability. Sink are the processing center which receives 

the reports of the data sensed by the nodes. The outline of conventions and 

applications for such systems must be vitality mindful with a specific end goal 

to draw out the lifetime of the system because it is almost impossible for the 

batteries to be changed after the installation is completed. Traditional 

methodologies like Direct Transmission or Minimum Transmission Energy 

don't ensure equal distribution of the power among the other nodes. The sensor 

hubs will directly transmit to the sink in Direct Transmission (DT) because of 

that the hubs that are far from the sink would die first and in Minimum 

Transmission Energy (MTE), information is sent over least cost courses, 

therefore with respect to the nodes that are at a larger distance from the sink, the 

nodes that are closer to the sink broadcasts with higher possibilities. Hence, the 

nodes those are near to the sink dies first. Under both MTE and DT, for a 

significant lifetime of the network a part of field will not be monitored and 

hence the sensing process will be biased for the field. By regularly assigning 

different nodes as cluster head each node will spend the same energy[1, 2]. We 

demonstrate that the protocol will intelligently spend the extra energy present in 

the network and will be much more stable than LEACH. The organization of the 

paper is as given: Section II provides the mold of our design. Performance 

measures are given in section III. The problem of different amount of energy is 

addressed in section IV and Section V provides the solution to the problem. 

Simulation results are presented in section VI. Section VII concludes the paper.  

2. Heterogeneous Wireless Sensor  

Network Model 

Here, we assume the case where some of the sensor nodes are supplied with 

more energy as compared to the other nodes. Suppose „p‟ is the particular 

portion out of total no of nodes „q‟. These powerful nodes are referred as 

advanced nodes, and the remaining as normal nodes. It has been 

assumed that the nodes are uniformly distributed across the sensor field. 

 Clustering Hierarchy 

We take a hierarchically clustered sensor network into consideration. Such kind 

of clustering hierarchy is maintained by Low Energy Adaptive Clustering 

Hierarchy (LEACH) protocol [3]. The clusters are re-created in each “round” in 

LEACH protocol. In LEACH, assuming the equal distribution of nodes in space, 

every round percentage of nodes will become the cluster head [3], [4], [6] & 

[7]. In case of homogeneous nodes i.e. all the nodes are having the same initial 

energy, it is guaranteed by the LEACH protocol every round each node will 

become the cluster head. Instead of writing  number of rounds we have 

referred it as epoch of the network throughout the paper. 
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Initially, with a probability popt each node can become a cluster head. Therefore 

per round per epoch approximately  nodes should become cluster 

head. Every round in an epoch will have a different cluster head. The remaining 

nodes belong to a set G and with each passing round the probability of 

becoming cluster head increases. At the beginning of each round, each node 

 decides independently by choosing a random number in [0,1] and to 

become a cluster head that random number should be less than the threshold 

T(s) . The threshold is set as:  

(1) 

where, r = current no of round. The probability of a node of becoming a cluster 

head increases by each passing round and in the last round it becomes equal to 

1. 

 Optimal Clustering 

Till now the probability for a node for being selected as a cluster head was 

studied by simulation [3], [4] or experimenting [6], [7] as a function of spatial 

density when nodes are distributed across the sensor field. According to the 

model in Fig 1, the energy used by the radio in transmitting an L-bit message to 

a distance d, in order to achieve an acceptable SNR (Signal-to-Noise Ratio) is 

given by: 

 

 

Fig. 1: Radio Energy Consumption Model 

where   is the energy used per bit to run the transmitter and recipient 

circuit, d is the distance between the receiver and the sender, also  

are totally dependent upon the model used. After equating both the expressions 

at  , we have  and the radio consumed . 

Let‟s suppose an area  sq meters having n number of nodes spread all 

over and the sink is situated at the center and the distance from cluster head or 

sink to any node is  Hence, the following formula shows the energy 

consumed in cluster head in each round. 

 

Here, number of clusters is denoted by k, the data calculation (processing) cost 

per bit per message to sink is  and the length from cluster head to the sink is 

denoted by . Also, the energy consumed by the node that is not cluster 

head is equal to: 
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Where  is the moderate distance between the node and cluster head. Now, 

lets assume that the nodes are uniformly distributed hence it can be represented 

as: 

 

The energy consumed each round in cluster is represented as:  

 

The overall energy consumed in the network is equal to: 

 

So, the optimal no of clusters is: 

(2) 

From [7] we get the distance from the cluster head to the sink: 

 

If the distance between few nodes and the sink , then by from [4] we get: 

(3) 

Thus, the possibility of a node of becoming a cluster head is calculated as: 

(4) 

It is very important for the cluster to be optimally constructed. It is shown in [3] 

that if the clusters have not been constructed optimally the total energy 

consumed in every round of the sensor network is increased rapidly if the 

clusters created are greater or especially lesser than the optimal no of clusters. In 

our case the simulation confirms the perception that the sink is situated at the 

center.   

3. Performance Evaluation 

Here are the points that have been used to evaluate the performance of protocol 

in this paper have been defined. 

 Stability Period: Also referred as “stable region”, it is the duration 

between the beginnings of network operations until the 1
st
 node that goes 

dark. 

 Unstable duration: Referred as “unstable region”, time duration between 

the 1
st
 node and the last node that dies.  

 Network Life: Time duration between since the beginning of the first 

node and the death of the last node. 
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 Amount of cluster heads in each round: The number of nodes that will 

personally communicate with the sink and will transfer the information 

collected from their cluster members. 

 No. of conscious nodes: No. of nodes alive in a round at a particular 

instant. 

 Throughput: The total amount data transmitted from nodes to the sink. 

So, it is clear that for better reliability, the stable region of the network should 

be larger than the unstable region. Here, if in an area there is no cluster head, 

there will be no reporting for that area. The rate of such data reporting is 

captured by the throughput measure. 

 

(a)                          (b) 

Fig. 2: (a) A WSN (b) All Nodes Alive in the WSN 

4. Heterogeneous-Oblivious Protocols 

When we use LEACH in heterogeneity it is the assumption that both normal and 

advanced nodes is equally scattered across the field, it expected that the death of 

the 1
st
 node is close to the round as in homogeneous case where the first node 

would die where each case is equipped with the same energy[9]. Further we 

show that when nodes are heterogeneous how the stability of the system is not 

maintained in heterogeneous-oblivious clustering protocol. This is the 

motivation for proposed SEP protocol in section 5. 

  Uncertainty of Heterogeneous-oblivious Protocols 

Here we are going to discuss the stability of heterogeneous-oblivious clustering 

protocol for ex. LEACH, when some node dies. Here in this case when some 

node dies then the cluster is not optimal as the distance between the clusters is 

not uniform now.  

Let‟s assume a 100m × 100m sensor field having a heterogeneous (

node network shown in figure. From 2 we can get the ideal number of 

clusters for every round,  The normal node has been denoted by o, an 

advanced node by +, cluster head with *, with .(dot) a dead node and × 

represents sink. Till the time all the nodes are alive, the nodes of a particular 

cluster will report to the cluster head of the same cluster. After some time when 

the first node will die, after that point as the nodes die randomly the population 

of the sensor node decreases. This induces fluctuation in the network making the 

selection of the cluster head dubious. The reason behind this is  value which 
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is ideal only when the total no of nodes of the network is constant and is as same 

as the initial population . With the depletion of nodes the cluster heads 

elected are unstable hence not making it sure for the election of fixed number of 

cluster heads  to every round in epoch.In the unstable region 

if the nodes are very much far away from each other then there is a chance that 

there will be a larger no of cluster heads elected. Hence, even in unstable system 

we can still have reliable clustering process. This can also be seen in case where 

spatial density is low making   larger. In the next section a new SEP 

protocol is introduced that will enhance the stability of the region and to also 

improve the quality of the feedback of the sensors. 

5. Proposed Protocol 

The SEP enhances the stable portion of working on the important factors of 

heterogeneity, like, the number of advanced nodes  and the extra energy ratio 

between the normal and the advanced nodes . To increase the stable region 

SEP try to nicely balance the energy consumption. The advanced nodes have 

more chances of becoming the cluster heads as more frequently than normal 

nodes. The a priori settings (equation 4) will not change as the new 

heterogeneous setting has no effect on the spatial density of the network but the 

total energy of the system will change. Let us assume that the initial energy of a 

normal node be  therefore the energy of an advanced node will be 

and the total energy of the heterogeneous settings will be  

 

With this we get that the total energy of the system is increased by . 

With the increment in the energy the epoch of the sensor networks has to be 

increased. As there are  time more energy and nodes in the system, the new 

epoch will be  to enhance the stability of the system. 

So, now if (i) every  round per epoch every normal nodes 

becomes cluster head and (ii) every advanced node becomes cluster head  

times and (iii)  is the average amount of cluster heads in every round of 

the epoch then the stable region of the network can be increased by 

times. The advanced node has to become cluster heads  times every 

epoch because that will ensure the equal distribution of the energy and the 

average number of cluster heads per round per epoch is . 

  The problem of maintaining of equally distributed  
  energy consumption constraint in the stable period 

We know that the quantity of clusters for every round of epoch should be equal 

to , but there is no guarantee that this number could be maintained even 

if we set a threshold, that for every  rounds per epoch each 

normal node  should become cluster head once and every advanced node should 
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become cluster head  times. There are significant no of cases which proves 

that this number can‟t be maintained every round of the epoch with probability 

1. 

 Assured equal distribution energy consumption constraint  
 in the stable period 

SEP (stable election protocol) a solution established on the starting energy of the 

nodes which is much more effective than any other solution that assumes that 

each node has the information about the total energy of the network and then 

based on that energy information adapts its election process of becoming cluster 

heads [8]. The optimal probability will be assigned a weight which will be 

equivalent to the ratio between the starting energy of each node and the original 

energy of the normal node. Let‟s assume be the weighted election 

probability of the normal and the advanced nodes. There are 

number of nodes have same initial energy as that of the normal nodes and 

average no of cluster heads per round per epoch also in heterogeneous 

scenario it should be equal to as to maintain the  minimal 

energy consumption in each round. The election possibilities for the advanced 

and normal nodes are, 

 

 

&  the thresholds for normal nodes and advanced nodes are 

obtained by replacing  with the weighted probabilities which will be used to 

elect the cluster head in both the rounds. So, for normal nodes we have: 

(5) 

Here, r stands for the present round, the nodes unable to be elected as cluster 

heads in last  rounds of epoch is represented by   ,   is the 

threshold on  normal nodes. This makes sure that every 

 round‟s per epoch each normal node will become a cluster head and 

 is the average no of normal nodes that will become cluster 

head every round of every epoch. Also, for advanced nodes, we have:  

(6) 

Here, the nodes that have not become cluster heads in last  rounds of epoch 

is represented by , the threshold on advanced nodes is . This 

makes sure that every  round‟s per epoch all the advanced node will 
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become a cluster head once. Let us assume this duration as a sub-epoch. It is 

clear that there are  sub-epoch in each epoch and therefore each advanced 

node will become a cluster head  times.  will be the average no 

of advanced nodes as cluster heads every round of the heterogeneous epoch.  

 

Fig. 3: An Illustration of a Heterogeneous Network with Parameter

, . We have taken  , ,  = 

Current Round 

Therefore, for every round of every heterogeneous approach the average desired 

number of cluster heads will be: 
 

 SEP Deployment 

In section I it is said that the normal node operation could cause heterogeneity in 

the energy of nodes. This could be because of expenditure of different amount 

of energy in radio communication, short term link failures, and uneven terrain. 

If this happens then the values of and  will be broadcasted to the 

cluster heads by the sink, those values will be sent by the cluster head through 

unicast to the nodes in the cluster according to the details of energy each one 

has. 

6. Simulation Results 

For simulation, a network having dimensions  and which has 

been divided into clusters has been taken. There are a total no of 100 normal and 

advanced nodes which has been irregularly distributed over the field. The sink 

has been located at the center so that the maximum distance from any node to 

the sink is 70 . be the starting energy of a normal node. 

Though for this study this value is random and the working of our SEP protocol 

is not affected by this. The radio operations that are used in our simulation is 

shown in Table I. The message that will be sent to the cluster head by the nodes 

and again to the sink from the cluster head has been set to 4000 bits. 

Table I: Radio Peculiarities Used in Our Simulations 

Operation Energy Consumed 

Data Aggregation  

Transmit Amplifier 

If  
 

Transmit Amplifier 

If  
 

Transmitter/Receiver Electronics  
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In the next subsection the heterogeneous unaware LEACH and our SEP protocol 

will be stimulated on the heterogeneity in the original energy of the nodes. On 

the basis of the performance measure defined in Section III the behavior of both 

the protocol will be evaluated and the awareness of the SEP to the degree of 

heterogeneity is measured. 

 Conclusion for LEACH Stability 
Fig.5 represents the output of the LEACH simulation for the values  

and & and . It is observed that LEACH takes the profit of 

the extra energy present in the network because in Fig 4(a) all the nodes are 

dead at around 400 round but in Fig 4(b) all the nodes died around 650 round 

number. This shows that there is an increase in the lifetime of the network but 

there might be a possibility that the throughput of the network is still low as the 

nodes might not be transmitting. The reason behind this is when the large 

number of nodes of the network is dead then the process of electing the cluster 

heads becomes unstable and few nodes becomes cluster heads. This situation 

gets bad in the last rounds as very few rounds are there that have more than one 

cluster heads. Fig 4(c) and Fig 4(d) represents the average energy of each node 

with respect to the round number when the heterogeneity parameters is at 

 and &  and . It can be seen that with the increase in 

round number the value of heterogeneity proportionally effects the energy 

present in the nodes. 

 

(a)     (b) 

 

(c)    (d) 

Fig. 4: LEACH performance when: (a) No of dead nodes at  and 

; (b) No of dead nodes at  and ; (c)Average energy of 

each node at  and ; (d) Average energy of each node at 

 and . 
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 Conclusion for SEP Stability 

Fig.6 represents the output of the SEP simulation for the values  and 

& and . We can see that SEP‟s stable part is more than that 

of LEACH and SEP is having shorter unstable region than LEACH. In Fig 5(a) 

all the nodes are dead at around 2500 round but in Fig 5(b) all the nodes died 

around 3500 round number. This shows that there is an increase in the lifetime 

of the network. We can see that the SEP is taking totally using the extra energy 

present in the network i.e. there has been a huge increase in the stable region as 

compared to LEACH. Fig 5(c) and Fig 5(d) represents the average energy of 

each node with respect to the round number when the heterogeneity parameters 

is at  and & and . It can be seen that with the 

increase in round number the value of heterogeneity proportionally effects the 

energy present in the nodes.     

 

(a)                (b) 

 

(c)               (d) 

Fig. 5: SEP performance when: (a) No of dead nodes at  and ; 

(b) No of dead nodes at  and ; (c)Average energy of each 

node at  and ; (d) Average energy of each node at  

and . 

7. Conclusion 

The proposed protocol will help the sensor nodes in heterogeneous networks to 

elect themselves as the cluster heads on the account of the initial energy they 

have as compared to other nodes. Here, we do not need the node energy 

information at every election round, unlike [8]. Unlike [10], [5], SEP does not 

have any kind of early distribution of energy in the nodes. Also, our SEP is 

applicable to all kind of network small or large. SEP is scalable as it does not 

need the accurate location of the each node in the field.  
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